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About This Game

Board Battlefield is a turn based strategy game that plays like a simplified version of Chess, with dice. Get the satisfaction of
the strategic play of Chess but at a much lower investment of time and effort. A single game lasts around 10 minutes. Good for

a quick strategy fix! Plus, the ability to play multiplayer with friends adds lots of replay value.

The game is played between two players(one can be A.I.) on a 9x9 square grid. The objective is to capture the 'Flag Square' of
the opponent while preventing the opponent from capturing yours. You have infantry, tanks and rocket artillery to help you

accomplish this and with further options to unlock paratroopers, strike aircraft, missile cruisers and more.

- Multi-player gameplay: Play vs your Steam friends or with opponents from around the world

- Single-player gameplay: Play vs the A.I. with customizable play styles and deployments

- Hot Seat gameplay: Play vs a friend on the same PC

- Three basic unit types: Infantry, Tanks and Rocket Artillery

- Earn reputation and gold for every enemy you destroy and for every match you win

- Level up to unlock and deploy more options like the landmine, transport helicopter, fighter aircraft and missile cruiser

- Plant landmines to surprise enemy infantry
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- Use helicopters to airdrop your forces behind enemy lines

- Call in air strikes to destroy enemies on the ground

- Deploy a missile cruiser to strike deep into enemy territory
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Cannot recommend this mod at this point of develpment state.

First of all, it doesn't start very well. Either have to launch it several times to get it going, or having to add a command line in the
vanilla CoH properties to get it to go. Second, i never finsihed a single match. I tried it four times now, and it crashed about 30
minutes into the game every single time.

The core idea of the mod is good, i like it. Interesting units. And it could be fun, wouldn't it be for the obvious issues.
Unfortunately all units just have the standard speech. Japanese sounding like germans, etc.

Overall i feel like there might be a chinese bias in this game. the chinese LMG pretty much supresses instanly, whereas enemies
can literally walk right up to the japanese LMG without getting supressed at all up to that point.

As well as the british expeditionary force seem too strong for an early unit, since the japanese don't have any equally strong unit
to counter it.

The maps this mod brings are kind of flawed. Some have weird squares on the minimap which aren't supposed to be there. As
well as imbalacement of the capture points. One example would be the "Nankin Suburban" map, where the chinese side has one
+5 fuel, and three +10 fuel, and the japanese side as only one +5 fuel. There is one more +16 fuel but since that is pretty much
in the middle of the map, it could be counted towards anyone. So, clearly major unbalancement there.

I hope they will work this mod over. I'd like to play it. But it's not very enjoyable as of now.. Great disappointment! It could
have been a great game but:

1. You keep falling and dying in the lava. Something is wrong with the jumping mechanism.

2. You can not save the game whenever you want.

3. It is very easy to mistake and lose all your progress in the game because of the bad game interface.

Save yourself fraustration. Do not play this game.. DLC works for me, so idk. Eh, I mean if you're into fish and that kinda stuff
then yeah. Never seen the movie but from what I can gather from playing this game a fish named nemo is being searched for.

7/10. Gotto say,

This game had me there for a second.. The controls are swift and the enemies are fast; so are their bullets.
Basically, "Recruits" is a lot like "Cannon Fodder", but a lot more unforgiving. You have to learn to aim fast and steady while
outrunning enemy bullets.
Besides some basic gameplay elements which I think are kind of missing, the foundation is solid and deadly.
I think it could be best described as a mix between "Cannon Fodder" and a breeze of "Soldiers - Heroes of World War 2" and a
lot like "Running with Rifles" with nice graphics; because it's fast, easy to learn and hard to master.
Although the game can be prety entertaining it can also be very frustrating. For instance when you're playing a jungle map you
can't rotate the camera to look around. It seems to be fixed at a certain angle. (Facing North). Maybe I overlooked something,
but if they don't fix this, well, that could be a major killer, because that small feature made sure that I died many times.
Also, some things seem to be just scripted. Like: approach enemy, shoot, he throws grenade, even if he's dead already. Seems a
bit off to me and kills the stealth factor.
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But, due to the fact that this is an early access game, I have high hopes for it.
So far what I've seen is good and solid.. Nice game to play when you are doing somthing else like watching a video or somthing.
Pros :
+ Ridiculous story
+ Unique gameplay
+ Classic pixel art

Cons :
- Can't save game (looks like only happen to me and i had to beat the game in one go)
- Repetitive gameplay

This game is fun, but i wouldn't recommend buy it at normal prices.
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Colorul adventure packed with puzzles, sort of old-school - but in a positive way. Short play sessions, but lots of fun. Overall,
this is a good one.. Best Game of 2014!!. A very complex robot making game, you will be working with various circuits that do
various things. I myself found myself very confused throughout the hour I played and only managed to do the first mission in
career mode but the tutorials are very well explained.

I give the game an 8/10 for being challenging, confusing but well thought out, it doesn't have the best graphics but it's not meant
to, it's meant to deliver a realistic (in a sense) robot building experience and I think it delivers so far.

YouTube Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcn71xCoIM8. Good rugby game but not without flaws, graphically it's
great and it has good gameplay options as well as a fantastic 'Fan Hub' section. The inclusion to add community created teams
and players is excellent.

I love the indepth player a team customisation as well as the facilities to create custom leagues and tournaments.

However the gameplay in matches is not all that great, bodering on awful. The passing is a massive hit or miss experience,
usually ignoring the button press entirely especially when a quick pass is needed. You'll find your player just carry on running
rather than pass or pass many times in quick succsession until he thrwos it out of bounds.

Alternativly when you are on a break the opposing AI can grab you at any angle from seemingly any distance, going from facing
the wrong way to an instant 180 and bringing you down. The few feet between players is ignored allowing the opposing team to
morph the gap and grab you, allowing no real pacing breaks or runs. Because this isn't Union there is only 5 attempts per passge
to try and get a run going. Another dead option is the drop ball, if you manage to catch the high ball your player is instantly
barraged and the sloppy pass system means you lose a passage of play.

There needs to be an auto player switch on tackles or at very least an overhaul. It takes a lot of learning to get the right player in
the right place and make the tackle, a little automated help would go a long way as it really interupts the flow of the game. The
manual switching especially at harder difficulties is pretty shambolic, finding a lot of times a breaking run will occur because
the switching has skipped the last player in play, frantically watching your player marker skip through the entire team. There is
an option to skip to player closest to the ball but i find myself wondering what ball the computer thinks is in play, most of the
time i'm running at the ball boy.

The 'tutorial' section is more like a challenge section with not enough of the games basics covered, a practice zone would of
been better suited. With a game featuring this many rules and possible plays, a tutorial is a must, especially how to change the
tactics which are scarcely mentioned. Look in the options for gameplay controls and find all the buttons and what kicks you can
perform in there, this does a better job teaching you the game than the tutorial section.

There is a humungous leap in difficulty from Rookie to Amateur, it feels like beginner to pro in one quick leap, offering no
subtle difficulty change meaning you will jump from dominating with no retaliation to instantly held and losing.

I'd barely recommend it, it can be fun but the issues with gameplay are just game destroying at times. Everything but the rugby
is done well.. Was one of my favorite games until it got updated to Unity 5, at that point I deleted the game almost instantly
from my personal library because of all of the glitches.

-Wheels are useless; feels like driving on ice
-tracks don't look realistic
-everything breaks too easily
-charachter in vehicle is half-size of actual character
-Buttons are cryptic, without descriptions.. It is really fun but the ai needs to make trenches. I like the melee combat.
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